OTTUZYUW RUCBCLF0004 2972044-UUUU--RHMCSUU.
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FM COMUSFLTFORCOM NORFOLK VA
TO COMPACFLT PEARL HARBOR HI
COMSECONDFLT
COMTHIRDFLT
MCE EAST
MCE WEST
COMNAVAIRLANT NORFOLK VA
COMNAVAIRPAC SAN DIEGO CA
COMNAVSURFLANT NORFOLK VA
COMNAVSURFPAC SAN DIEGO CA
COMMC LANT NORFOLK VA
COMMC PAC SAN DIEGO CA
COMSUBLANT NORFOLK VA
COMSUBPAC PEARL HARBOR HI
CNIC WASHINGTON DC
COMNAVREG MIDLANT NORFOLK VA
COMNAVREG NW SILVERDALE WA
COMNAVREG SE JACKSONVILLE FL
COMNAVDIST WASHINGTON DC
COMNAVIFOR SUFFOLK VA
COMC NORFOLK VA
COMNECC LITTLE CREEK VA
COMNAVMETOCOM STENNIS SPACE CENTER MS
COMNAVWARDEVCOM NORFOLK VA
NMCLANT YORKTOWN VA
PRESINSURV VIRGINIA BEACH VA
COMOPTEVFOR NORFOLK VA
COMNAVRESFOR NORFOLK VA
COMNAVSPCWARCOM CORONADO CA
COMNAVSEASYSCOM WASHINGTON DC
COMUSNAVSO
COMFLTCCYBERCOM FT GEORGE G MEADE MD
BUMED FALLS CHURCH VA
NAVMEDFORLANT PORTSMOUTH VA
NAVMEDFORPAC SAN DIEGO CA
DIRSSP WASHINGTON DC
NETC PENSACOLA FL
COMNAVSUPSYSCOM MECHANICSBURG PA
COMNAVAIRSYSCOM PATUXENT RIVER MD
SUBJ/CUSFFC/NAVNORTH EXECUTE ORDER (EXORD) IN RESPONSE TO CORONAVIRUS DISEASE 2019 (COVID-19)
NARR/REF A-A7 NO CHANGE.//

REF DA IS CNO NAVADMIN 189/20, NAVY MITIGATION MEASURES IN RESPONSE TO CORONAVIRUS OUTBREAK UPDATE 6.

REF A8 IS CUSFFC/NAVNORTH FRAG 20-032.003//

NARR// (U) This is a Combined Commander, U.S. Fleet Forces Command (CUSFFC) and Commander, U.S. Naval Forces Northern Command (NAVNORTH)

Fragmentary Order (FRAGORD) delegating authority for personal leave and liberty approval outside of the local area.//

GENTEXT/SITUATION//

1. (U) Situation. No change.//

GENTEXT/MISSION//

2. (U) Mission. No change.//

GENTEXT/EXECUTION//

3. (U) Commanders Intent. No change.//

4. (U) Concept of Operations (CONOPS). No change.//


5.B.1.A.6.A. (U) IRT REF DA, CUSFFC/NAVNORTH delegates approval authority for personal leave and liberty travel outside of the local area to the unit CO, OIC or equivalent (Branch Head, Division Director, etc.) for all ADCON units. Navy service members will comply with any DOD, component, federal, state, and local restrictions while in a leave/liberty status outside the local area.

5.B.1.A.6.B. (U) No change.//

5.B.1.A.6.C. (U) Ref DA paragraphs 2.B.8.A. through 2.B.8.C provide Commanders and Supervisors guidance and procedures they need to follow when assessing leave/liberty travel requests. In addition, Commanders and Supervisors shall use the COVID Travel Risk Assessment Management worksheet and Activity-Based Risk chart for all travel requests. Worksheet and chart are posted on the CUSFFC/NAVNORTH portal, URL: https://usff.navy.deps.mil/sites/hq-moc/MOC_Pages/PIID.aspx in the References folder. This Risk Assessment Management worksheet is meant to provide a repeatable, risk-based assessment framework that Commanders and Supervisors can use in their decision making process. Although not directive in nature, it can support Commanders and Supervisors
in identifying high risk travel that would require mitigation through a ROM or a modified travel plan that lowers risk. As always, Mission Assurance, OFRP phase, higher echelon guidance, etc. should be factored into the decision making process before approving travel.

Finally, the worksheet assumes strict compliance to force health protection measures.//

--

GENTEXT/ADMINISTRATION AND LOGISTICS//
6. (U) Administration and Logistics. No change.//

GENTEXT/COMMAND AND SIGNAL//
7. (U) Command Relationships. No change.//

GENTEXT/REPORTING//
8. (U) Reporting. No change.//

GENTEXT/POINTS OF CONTACT//
9. (U) Points of Contact. No change.//

GENTEXT/AUTHENTICATION//
10. (U) CUSFFC OFFICIAL: RADM PYLE, CUSFFC N04, Director Maritime Operations.//

AKNLDG/YES/INST: Action addees to CTF 80 BWC via email.//

BT
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NNNN

<DmdsSecurity>UNCLASSIFIED//</DmdsSecurity>

<DmdsReleaser>COCOHOBA.JEFFERSON.IAN PASC.1276702030</DmdsReleaser>

CLASSIFICATION: UNCLASSIFIED//